WRITE THE CORRECT FORM OF THE VERB “TO BE”
VOCABULARY
Tired. Hungry. Late. Cool. Fast. Pretty. Nice. Sleepy. Funny. Athletic. Young.

AFFIRMATIVE
Example: You are young

I

tired
I
hungry
I______ late
He______ cool
It_______ fast
She______ pretty
You______ nice
We_______ sleepy
They______ funny
He______ athletic

NEGATIVE
Example: You are not (aren’t)
young

I

tired
I
hungry
I______ late
He______ cool
It_______ fast
She______ pretty
You______ nice
We_______ sleepy
They______ funny
He______ athletic

INTERROGATIVE
Example: Are you young?

COMPARATIVE ADJECTIVES
VOCABULARY: Grade. Orchid.

AFFIRMATIVE
Example: She is younger than me
(young)
My house is ______ than yours. (big)
Your grade is _____ than mine. (bad)
The Pacific Ocean is ______ than the
Arctic Ocean. (deep)
You are ____________ than Joey.
(polite)
My brother is ______ than me. (tall)
A rose is ________ than an orchid.
(beautiful)
The Earth is _____ in diameter than the
moon. (large)
A train is _______ than a bus. (long)
Learning Japanese is ________ than
leaning Italian. (difficult)
Bogotá is_____ than Medellín (cold)

NEGATIVE

INTERROGATIVE

Example: She is not (isn’t)
younger than me

Example: Is she younger than me?

SUPERLATIVE ADJECTIVES
VOCABULARY: Smart. Worried. Ever. Handsome. Whole. Some.

AFFIRMATIVE

NEGATIVE

Example: Carlos is the taller student in
Example: Carlos is not (isn’t)
the class.
the taller student in the class.
Jupiter is _______ planet in our Solar
System. (big)
She is ________ girl in our class. (smart)
This is _______ interesting book I have
read. (very)
I am _______ person in my family. (short)
Jerry is ______ worried about the game.
(less)
That was ______ movie ever. (good)
Sam is ________ handsome boy in the
whole school. (some)
Mount Everest is ________ mountain in
the world. (high)
Barranquilla is _________ city in
Colombia. (hot)

INTERROGATIVE
Example: Is Carlos the taller
student in the class?

PRACTICING PRESENT PROGRESSIVE
VOCABULARY: A piece of cake. A love song. Pie. Soon.

AFFIRMATIVE

NEGATIVE

INTERROGATIVE

Example: I am waiting the bus

Example: I am not waiting the bus.

Example: Am I waiting the bus?

I am _______ a piece of cake.
(eat)
She is ________ a love song. (sing)
My mother is ______ a pie. (cook)
Your father is _______ to the
bank. (go)
I am _______ exercises. (do)
We are _______ a party. (have)
They are ______ soccer. (play)
He is _______ the lesson. (study)
She is _______ soon. (come)
All the family is _____ TV. (watch)

